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In this paper, we introduce the notion of standard duals of operator bimodules.
They coincide with the standard duals of operator spaces when the operator
bimodules are nothing more than operator spaces. Using the Haagerup tensor
product of operator sesquimodules and operator bimodules, we give a representa-
tion for the standard duals of operator bimodules in terms of the operator space
standard duals. We also study the problem whether an operator bimodule is com-
pletely isometrically embedded in its second standard dual and its connection with
the behavior of the adjoint operation. In addition, we also find out the standard
dual of a direct limit of a sequence of operator bimodules.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction and Conventions
An A&B ioperator bimodule X is an operator space endowed with a
completely contractive (two sided) multiplication over two unital operator
algebras A and B, under which X becomes an unital A&B bimodule in the
algebraic sense (see [11]). Thus an operator space may simply be regarded
as a C&C operator bimodule. Since an important aspect of studying
operator spaces is studying their standard duals (see, [2], [5], [7], and
[8]), we extend the definition of the standard dual to the operator
bimodule case. It turns out that the standard dual of an operator bimodule
may behave quite differently from the standard dual of an operator space.
However, the study of standard duals of operator bimodules provides us
with an extended perspective from which we may view the standard duals
of operator spaces.
In section 2, we consider the -lifting M(X ) of an operator bimodule
X, and we collect some of it simple properties which are used later on. In
Section 3, we introduce the notion of standard duals of operator
bimodules, and we give a complete description of the standard dual of an
operator bimodule is an operator algebra. In section 4, we introduce
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the notion of Haagerup tensor product of an operator sesquimodule
and an operator module. Using this device, we present a representation of
the standard duals of operator bimodules in term of the operator space
standard duals. We also obtain some interesting consequences. In section 5,
we study the problem whether an operator bimodule is completely isome-
trically embedded in its second standard dual. Unlike the case of operator
spaces, we prove that in general an operator bimodule is not canonically
completely isometrically embedded in its second standard dual. Further-
more, we obtain some sufficient and necessary conditions for operator
bimodules to be canonically completely isometrically embedded in their
second standard duals. We also find out that a immediate connection with
this study is the behavior of the adjoint operation. In section 6, we provide
a concrete way to build a standard dual of an operator bimodule, namely,
we find out the standard dual of the direct limit of operator bimodules.
Throughout this paper, we assume that all subalgebras, subspaces, sub-
bimodules etc. are closed unless specified otherwise. We also assume that
our field of scalars is the complex numbers C. We will use standard
algebraic terminology and notation. Suppose that A and B are unital
operator algebras, and that X and Y are A&B operator bimodules. A
homomorphism from X into Y is an algebraic A&B bimodule map from X
into Y. An embedding from X into Y is an injective homomorphism from
X into Y. A homeomorphism from X into Y is an surjective embedding from
X onto Y. We regard Y as an A&B operator subbimodule of X if there
exists a completely isometric embedding of Y into X. An ``extension'' of a
completely bounded homomorphism is an extension which preserving the
cb-norm.
2. Some Simple Facts above Space M(X)
The purpose of this section is to collect some simple facts which are used
later on. Since some of them may be already known and some of them are
easy to prove, we simply describe them. We begin this section by recalling
the following definition (see, [10]).
Definition 2.1. Suppose that A and B are operator algebras with units
1A and 1B , respectively. Then an operator space X is an A&B operator
bimodule if there exists a completely contractive trilinear map 8: A_X_
B  X satisfies
8(a1a2 , x, b1b2)=8(a1 , 8(a2 , x, b1), b2),
and
8(1A , x, 1B)=x
133operator bimodule standard duals
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for all a1 , a2 # A, b1 , b2 # B, and x # X. Moreover, the module multiplication
is determined by 8 via axb=8(a, x, b) for all a # B, and x # X.
Suppose that A and B are unital operator algebras. Suppose that X is
an A&B operator bimodule. Then by the definition 2.1, one may verify
that for each n # N, Mn(X ) is an A&B operator bimodule with the module
multiplication given by
a(xi, j ) b=(axi, jb)
for all a # A, b # B, and (xi, j ) # Mn(X ).
Consider the space M(X) of all _ matrices over X which have
only finitely many nonzero entries. For each n # N, there exist two canoni-
cal maps: truncation and inclusion defined as following. nT : M(X ) 
Mn(X) given by nT ((xi, j ))=( yi, j ); where yi, j=xi, j for all 1i, jn, and
(xi, j ) # M(X ). nI : Mn(X )  M(X ) given by nI((xi, j ))=( yi, j ); where
(xi, j ) # Mn(X), and yi, j=xi, j , if 1i, jn, and yi, j=0, otherwise. For
each n # N, there exists a norm on Mn(M(X)) given by
&( yi, j )&n=sup
m
&(mT )n (( yi, j ))&
for all ( yi, j ) # Mn(M(X )). By the canonical shuffle technique and Ruan's
Theorem (see, [14]), we have
&( yi, j )&n=&(mT )n (( yi, j ))&
for all m large enough. Moreover, one may verify that Mn(M(X )) is an
operator space (not closed) under the above matricial norm structure. Con-
sider the trilinear map 8: A_M(X )_B  M(X ) given by
8(a, (xi, j ), b)=(axi, jb)
for all a # A, (xi, j ) # M(X ), and b # B. By definition 2.1, M(X) is also an
A&B operator bimodule with the module multiplication given by
a(xi, j ) b=(axi, jb)
for all a # A, (xi, j ) # M(X ), and b # B. We call the A&B operator
bimodule M(X ) the -lifting of X. Before we study the properties of
M(X), let us recall the following definition.
Definition 2.2 (see [11]). An A&B operator bimodule X is called an
injective A&B operator bimodule if for each A&B operator subbimodule
Y1 of an A&B operator bimodule Y and each completely bounded
homomorphism ,: Y1  X there exists a completely bounded homomor-
phism , : Y  X which extends , with the same cb-norm. In other words,
134 qiyuan na
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X is an injective object in the category of A&B operator bimodules and
completely bounded homomorphisms.
Using a simple argument involving truncations and inclusions, we get
the following simple property of the -lifting.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that A and B are unital operator algebras,
and suppose that X is an A&B operator bimodule. If M(X ) is an injec-
tive A&B operator bimodule, then Mn(X ) is an injective A&B operator
bimodule for each n # N.
Definition 2.3. Suppose that A and B are unital operator algebras, X
and Y are A&B operator bimodules. We denote by HomA&B(X, Y ) (some-
time, we write Hom(X, Y ) for short when there is no confusion) the
space of all the completely bounded homomorphisms from X into Y.
We give HomA&B(X, Y ) the matricial norm structure by identifying
Mn(HomA&B(X, Y)) with HomA&B(X, Mn(Y )) (we denote this identifica-
tion by Mn(HomA&B(X, Y ))=HomA&B(X, Mn(Y ))). Then HomA&B(X, Y )
is an operator space (see, [2], [3], [5], and [7]). We denote by
homA&B(X, Y ) the space of all bounded homomorphisms from X into Y.
Even if X and Y are not closed, the spaces HomA&B(X, Y), homA&B(X, Y)
are still well-defined. When Y is closed, HomA&B(X, Y ), homA&B(X, Y) are
closed. Note that every ; # HomA&B(X, Mn(Y )) may be written into (;i, j ),
where ;i, j # HomA&B(X, Y ) for all 1i, j n. Therefore the identification
that Mn(HomA&B(X, Y ))=HomA&B(X, Mn(Y )) is reasonable. Suppose
that A is a subalgebra of a unital C*-algebra D. Recall that the centralizer
A$ of A is a unital subalgebra of D which consists all elements of D that
commute with every element of A. Since every unital operator algebra is
completely isometrically isomorphic to a unital subalgebra of a unital C*-
algebra (see [6]), by the definition of C*-envelope (see [1] and [12]), we
may assume that every unital operator is a unital subalgebra of its C*-
envelope. Using the definition 2.1, one may easily verify the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that A and B are unital operator algebras,
C*(A) and C*(B) are the C*-envelopes of A and B, respectively. Suppose
that A$ and B$ are the centralizers of A and B in C*(A) and C*(B), respec-
tively. Suppose that X is an A&B operator bimodule and Y is a
C*(A)&C*(B) operator bimodule. Then HomA&B(X, Y) is an A$&B$
operator bimodule under the module multiplication a$;b$=a$;( } ) b$, where
a$ # A$, ; # HomA&B(X, Y ), and b$ # B$.
We close this section with another simply property of -lifting.
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Proposition 2.3. Suppose that A and B are unital operator algebras.
Suppose that X and Y are A&B operator bimodules. Then there exists an
isometric embedding 8 from (HomA&B(X, Y ), & }&cb) into homA&B(M(X ),
M(Y)) given by
8()= , ((xi, j ))=((xi, j ))
for all (xi, j ) # M(X ), such that the following diagram commutes for each
n # N.
Mn(X ) ww
 n Mn(Y )
nI n T nI n T
M(X ) ww
  M(Y )
Moreover,  is a completely isometric embedding (homeomorphism) if and
only if  is an isometric embedding (homeomorphism).
3. Standard Duals of Operator Bimodules
We begin this section with the definition of the standard duals of
operator bimodules.
Definition 3.1. Suppose D is a unital C*-algebra. Suppose that A and
B are unital operator subalgebras of D, and let A$ and B$ be the cen-
tralizers of A and B in D, respectively. Suppose that X is an A&B operator
bimodule. Then we define the standard dual of an A&B operator bimodule
X with respect to D to be HomA&B(X, D), and we denote it by X*D . Since
X*D is an A$&B$ operator bimodule, the second standard dual of X with
respect to D is defined to be (X*D)*D , and we denote it by XD**. Inductively,
we define the n-th standard dual XDn* of X with respect to D to be the
standard dual of its (n&1)-th standard dual XD(n&1)* of X with respect
to D.
By a result similar to proposition 2.2, we see that X*D is an A$&B$
operator bimodule and XD** is an A"&B" operator bimodule, where A"
and B" are the double centralizers (i.e. A"=(A$)$) of A and B in D, respec-
tively. Notice that an operator space is a C&C operator bimodule; under
this identification, our definition in the operator space case coincides with
the corresponding definition for an operator space in [2] (X*C=X*). The
following two examples provide an interesting picture of the standard dual
of an operator bimodule when the operator bimodule is an operator
algebra.
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Example 3.1. Suppose that D is a unital C*-algebra. Suppose that A is
an unital operator subalgebra of D. Then
1. If we regard A as an A left operator module (i.e. A&C operator
bimodule), then AD* equals D as both an operator algebra and an operator
module. Indeed, R: D  A*D given by R(d )(a)=ad for all a # A and d # D,
is a completely isometric anti-isomorphism and module homeomorphism.
2. If we regard A as an A right operator module (i.e. C&A operator
bimodule), then A*D equals D as both an operator algebra and an operator
module. Indeed, L: D  A*D given by L(d )(a)=da for all a # A and d # D,
is a completely isometric isomorphism and module homeomorphism.
We need only to prove the first assertion in the example. The second
assertion in the example may be proved similarly. It is easy to see that R
is both an algebraic anti-homomorphism and A$&C (A$ is the centralizer
of A in D) bimodule map. Let 1A be the unit of A. For each , # A*D , it is
easy to see that ,=R(,(1A)). Therefore R is also a surjection. Since
Mn(A*D)=Hom(A, Mn(D)), for each n # N and (ai, j ) # Mn(D), we have
&Rn((ai, j ))&=sup[&(Rn((ai, j )))m ((xk, l ))&]
=sup[&((xk, lai, j ) i, j )k, l&]
=sup {"\\
xk, l
0
b
0
0
xk, l
b
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
0
b
xk, l+ (ai, j )+k, l"=
=sup {" (xk, l In) \
(ai, j )
0
b
0
0
(ai, j )
b
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
0
b
(ai, j )+"=
sup { &(xk, l In)& "\
(ai, j )
0
b
0
0
(ai, j )
b
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
0
b
(ai, j )+"=
=sup {"\
(xk, l)
0
b
0
0
(xk, l )
b
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
0
b
(xk, l )+"
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_"\
(ai, j )
0
b
0
0
(ai, j )
b
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
0
b
(ai, j )+"=
&(ai, j )&,
where the suppreme is taken over all m # N and all (xk, l) # Mm(A) with
norm &(xk, l )&1, In is the unit of Mn . The third from the last line follows
because multiplication in D is completely contractive, and the second from
the last line follows from the canonical shuffle technique. The last equality
follows from the Ruan's theorem. Since D has the same unit 1A , we have
&Rn((ai, j ))&&Rn((ai, j ))(1A)&=&(ai, j )&.
Thus R is a complete isometry. This proves the first assertion in Example 3.1.
Example 3.2. Suppose that D is a unital C*-algebra. Suppose that A is
a unital operator subalgebra of D. Let A$ and A" be the centralizer and the
double centralizer of A in D, respectively. If we regard A as an A&A
operator bimodule, then A*D equals A$ and AD** equals A" as both operator
algebras and operator bimodules.
Since A*D is an A$&A operator bimodule, we need only to show that
A*D=A$ (Indeed, by applying the equality to A*D , we get AD**=A"). Let
8: A$  D be given by 8(a$)=Za$ , where Za$ : A  D is given by
Za$(a)=aa$ for all a # A and a$ # A. It is easy to see that Za$ is an A&A
bimodule map. Moreover, 8 is both an algebraic and A$&A$ bimodule
homomorphism. By an argument similar to the one used in Example 3.1,
we see that 8 is also a complete isometry. Since for any a # A and , # A*D ,
a,(1A)=,(a)=,(1A) a, it follows that ,(1A) # A$ and 8(,(1A))=,. Thus
we prove the equality.
From the [10], we know that there exist nonzero operator bimodules
which have zero dilations. By the Corollary 4.2 in [10], such operator
bimodules must have zero standard duals. It is surprising that this is quite
different from the case of operator spaces (where any nonzero operator
space has a nonzero operator space standard dual (see [2])).
4. Representation of the Standard Duals of Operator Bimodules
Suppose that H is a Hilbert space. Let Hc(=B(C, H)) and Hr(=B(H, C))
(see [3]) be the corresponding column Hilbert space and the correspond-
ing row Hilbert space, respectively. Suppose that A is a unital operator
138 qiyuan na
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subalgebra of B(H ). Then Hc is an A left operator module with the module
multiplication given by the identity representation of A (see [10]). Since
Hc*=Hr and Hr*=Hc (see [3]), one may think of Hr as an A right
operator module. A careful reader may notice that the left scalar multi-
plication is the conjugate of the right scalar multiplication. Since we intend
to use the definition Hr=B(H, C), we introduce the following definition.
Defintion 4.1. Suppose that A is a unital operator algebra. Suppose
that X is an operator space. If there is a sesquilinear map m: X_A  X
that is completely contractive and satisfies m(x, 1A)=x and m(m(x, a1),
a2)=m(x, a1 a2) for all a1 , a2 # A, and x # X (where 1A is the unit of A),
then we call X and A (right) operator sesquimodule with module multiplica-
tion given by m.
If we use the definition Hr=B(H*, C) which is given in [8], then Hr is
an A right operator module. Thus the notation }* may be replaced by }
in the later. However, since Hr=B(H, C) is used by most authors and it
has its own advantage, we adopt this one.
As we mentioned before, one may easily verify the following simple fact.
Proposition 4.1. Let H be a Hilbert space. Let Hr be the corresponding
row Hilbert space. Suppose that A is a unital operator subalgebra of B(H ).
Then Hr is an A right operator sesquimodule with the module multiplication
given by !a=a*! for all a # A and ! # Hr .
Suppose that A and B are unital operator algebras. Suppose that X is an
A right operator sesquimodule. Suppose that Y is an A&B operator
bimodule. Let X* Y be the linear space over C generated by all the
elements of form x* y with the following identifications
(x1+x2)* y=x1* y+x2 * y,
x* ( y1+y2)=x* y1+x* y2 ,
*x* y=x* * y=x* * y=x* y*
for all x, x1 , x2 # X, * # C, and y, y1 , y2 # Y. Let us endow X* Y with the
Haagerup tensor product matrical norm structure. Then the completion
Xh* Y is a (closed) B right operator sesquimodule with module multi-
plication given by (x* y ) b=x* yb for all x # X, y # Y and b # B. Let
N0 be te closed linear span of all elements of the form xa* yb&x* ayb
for all a # A, b # B, x # X, and y # Y. Then it is easy to check that N0 is a
closed B right operator sesquisubmodule of Xh* Y. Therefore the quotient
space (Xh* Y )N0 is a B right operator sesquimodule with the module
multiplication induced from Xh* Y. We denote it by X*A, h Y. We call
139operator bimodule standard duals
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X*A, h Y the Haagerup tensor product of operator sesquimodule X and
operator bimodule Y. Since the only difference between }*A, h and }A, h is
scalar conjugate, it will not affect complete isometries. Therefore we may
deduce from the associativity of the Haagerup tensor product of operator
bimodules (see, [10] and [4]) the following statement.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that A, B and C are unital operator algebras.
Suppose that Y and Z are A&B and B&C operator bimodules, respectively.
Suppose that X is an A right operator sesquimodule. Then
(X*A, h Y)B, h Z=X*A, h YB, h Z=X*A, h (YB, h Z)
as C right operator sesquimodules, where X*A, h YB, h Z is the quotient
operator sesquimodule of Xh* Yh Z over the operator sesquisubmodule
generated by the elements xa* ybzc& * aybzc for all a # A, b # B,
c # C, x # X, y # Y, and z # Z.
Using the Haagerup tensor product of operator sesquimodules and
operator bimodules, we present a representation of the standard duals of
operator bimodules in term of the standard duals of operator spaces.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that A and B are unital operator subalgebras of
B(H ), where H is a Hilbert space. Suppose that X is an A&B operator
bimodule. Then 8: X*B(H)  (Hr*A, h XB, h Hc)*C given by
8( f )(!* x')=( f (x) ', !)H
for all f # X*B(H ) , ! # Hr , x # X and ' # Hc , is a completely isometric
isomorphism, where ( } , } ) H is the inner product of H. In other words, X*B(H )
equals (Hr*A, h XB, h Hc)*C as an operator space.
Before we prove Theorem 4.3, let us look at some direct consequences of
it. Some of them may be found in the indicated papers. In order to present
them, let us recall that CB(X, Y ) is the operator space of all completely
bounded maps from X into Y.
Corollary 4.4. Let H be a Hilbert space.
1. (cf. [3]) If X is an operator space, then CB(X, B(H ))=(Hrh*
Xh Hc)*
2. (cf. [8]) (Hrh* Hc)*=B(H ).
3. If we regard B(H ) as a B(H ) right operator module, then
Hom(B(H ), B(H ))=(Hrh* Hc)*. In other words, if we regard B(H ) as a
B(H ) right operator module, then B(H )*B(H )=B(H ).
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4. (Hr*B(H), h Hc)*=C.
Here ``='' means equal up to a completely isometric isomorphism.
Corollary 4.5. Let H be a Hilbert space. Suppose that A and B are
unital operators subalgebras of B(H).
1. If X is an A&B operator bimodule, then X*B(H )=0 if and only if
Hr*A, h XB, h Hc=0.
2. If X is an A left operator module, then X*B(H)=0 if and only if
Hr*A, h X=0.
3. If X is an B right operator module, then X*B(H )=0 if and only if
XB, h Hc=0.
Proof of Corollary 4.4. If we let A=B=C in Theorem 4.3, we get the
statement 1. If we let X=A=B=C in Theorem 4.3, and refer to Example
3.1, we get the statement 2. If we regard B(H) as a right B(H) operator
module in Theorem 4.3, i.e., A=C, B=B(H ), X=B(H ), the apply
Theorem 4.2 and notice that B(H )B(H ), h Hc=Hc , we get the first
equality of statement 3. Combining statement 2 and the first equality of
statement 3, we get the second equality of statement 3. If we regard B(H )
as a B(H )&B(H) operator bimodule in Theorem 4.3, i.e A=B=X=
B(H ), then apply the Example 3.2, we get statement 4. K
Proof of Corollary 4.5. Since the underlying Banach space of the
standard dual of an operator space is the Banach space dual of the
operator space viewed as a Banach space (see [2] and [13]), statement 1
is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.3 and the Hahn-Banach theorem.
Statements 2 and 3 are the direct consequences of Theorem 4.3, Theorem
4.2 and the injectivity of the Haagerup tensor product on operator spaces
(see [3] and [8]). K
To prove the Theorem 4.3, we need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let H be a Hilbert space. Then : Hr_Hc  C given by
(!, ')=(', !) H for all ! # Hr , ' # Hc , is completely contractive, where
( } , } )H is the inner product of H.
Proof. For each n # N, (!i, j ) # Mn(Hr), and ('i, j ) # Mn(Hc), let
'1, j !i, 1
'j=\ b + , !i=\ b + .'n, j !i, '
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Since Mn(Hr)=B(Hn, Cn) and Mn(Hc)=B(Cn, H n),
n((!i, j ), ('i, j ))=\ :
n
k=1
(!i, k , 'k, j )+ i, j
=(('j , !i ) Hn).
Thus
c1
&n((!i, j ), ('i, j ))&=sup {" (('j , !i ) H n) \ b +"=cn
=sup {"(!i, j ) \ :
n
j=1
cj'j+"=
c1
&(!i, j )& sup {" ('i, j ) \ b +"=cn
=&(!i, j )& &('i, j )&
where the supremum is taken over all
c1 c1
\ b + # Cn with norm "\ b +"1. Kcn cn
Proof of Theorem 4.3. For each n # N, ( fi, j ) # Mn(X*B(H )), !=(!i, s) #
Mmk(Hr), x=(xs, t) # Mkl (X ), and '=('t, j ) # Mlm(Hc), since Mn(X*B(H))=
Hom(X, B(Hn)), by the canonical shuffle technique and Lemma 4.6, we
have
&(8n(( fi, j )))m (!x* xx')&
="\\ :
k
s=1
:
l
t=1
( f*, +(xs, t) 't, j , !i, s) H+*, ++ i, j"
="\\ :
k
s=1
 \!i, s , :
l
t=1
f*, +(xs, t) 't, j+*, ++ i, j"
=&(m(!, ( f*, +(xi, j )) '))*, + &
m(!, ( f1, 1(xi, j )) ') } } } m(!, ( f1, n(xi, j )) ')
="\ b } } } b +"m(!, ( fn, 1(xi, j )) ') } } } m(!, ( fn, n(xi, j )) ')
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! } } } 0 ( f1, 1(xi, j )) ' } } } ( f1, n(xi, j )) '
="mn \\ b . . . b+ , \ b } } } b ++"0 } } } ! ( fn, 1(xi, j )) n } } } ( fn, n(xi, j )) '
! } } } 0
"\ b . . . b+"0 } } } !
( f1, 1(xi, j )) } } } ( f1, n(xi, j )) ' } } } 0
_"\ b } } } b +" "\ b . . . b+"(fn, 1(xi, j )) } } } ( fn, n(xi, j )) 0 } } } '
&!& &'& &( fi, j )& &(xi, j )&.
Therefore &8n(( fi, j ))&&( fi, j )& for all ( fi, j ) # Mn(X*B(H)) by the definition
of the matricial norm structure on (Hr*A, h XB, h Hc)*C .
For each F # (Hr*A, h XB, h Hc)*C , for each fixed x # X, consider the
map Fx : H_H  C given by
Fx(!, ')=F(!* x')
for all !, ' # H. It is easy to see that Fx is a sesquilinear map on H_H.
Moreover,
&Fx(!, ')&&F& &x& &!& &'&
for all !, ' # H. Therefore there is a unique ,(x) # B(H ) such that
Fx(!, ')=(,(x) ', !) H for all !, ' # H. That is
F(!* x')=(,(x) ', !) H ,
for all ! # Hr , ' # Hc , and x # X. It is easy to see that ,: X  B(H ) is a
linear map satisfying &,(x)&&F& &x& for all x # X. Since that 0=
F(!a* xb'&!* axb') for all ! # Hr , ' # Hc , a # A, b # B, and
x # X. It follows that
( (a,(x) b&,(axb)) ', !)H=0,
for all ! # Hr , ' # Hc , a # A, b # B, and x # X. Therefore , is an A&B
bimodule map. Now for any (xi, j ) # Mn(X ), (!i, j ) # Mn(Hr), and ('i, j ) #
Mn(Hc),
Fn((!i, j )x* (xi, j )x('i, j ))=\ :
n
k=1
:
n
l=1
(,(xk, l ) 'l, j , !i, k ) H+ i, j
=n((!i, j ), ,n((xi, j ))('i, j )).
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Thus
&n((!i, j ), ,n((xi, j ))('i, j ))&&Fn& &(xi, j )& &(!i, j )& &('i, j )&
for all (xi, j ) # Mn(X ), (!i, j ) # Mn(Hr), and ('i, j ) # Mn(Hc). Let
(!i, j )=\
!1
0
b
0
!2
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
!n
0
b
0 + , ('i, j )=\
'1
'2
b
'n
0
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
0
0
b
0+ ;
we have
},n((xi, j )) \
'1
'2
b
'n+ , \
!1
!2
b
!n+H n }
&Fn& &(xi, j )& "\
!1
0
b
0
!2
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
!n
0
b
0 +" "\
'1
'2
b
'n
0
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
0
0
b
0+" .
Notice that
"\
!1
0
b
0
!2
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
!n
0
b
0 +"Mn (H r)="\
!1
!2
b
!n+"H n ,
and
"\
'1
'2
b
'n
0
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
0
0
b
0+"Mn (H c)="\
'1
'2
b
'n+"H n .
Therefore
&,n((xi, j ))&&Fn& &(xi, j )&
for all (xi, j ) # Mn(X ). It follows that , # X*B(H ) , &,&cb&F&cb and 8(,)=F.
Since for each x # X, ,(x) is uniquely determined, so is ,. Thus
8: (X*B(H) , & &cb)  ((Hr*A, h XB, h Hc)*C , & &cb) is a isometric isomorphism.
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Now we prove that for each n2, 8n : Mn(X*B(H ))  Mn((Hr *A, h
XB, h Hc)*C) is a isometry. We notice that Mn(X*B(H ))=X*B(Hn) . If we
apply the above result to X and Hn, we have (X*B(Hn) , & &cb)=
(((H n)r *A, h XB, h (Hn)c)*C , & &cb) up to a corresponding isometric
isomorphism 8 . On the other hand, if we apply the preceding equality to
Hr*A, h XB, h Hc and C, and refer to Corollary 4.4 in [8] and Theorem
4.2, we have
(Mn((Hr*A, h XB, h Hc)*C), & &cb)
=((Hr*A, h XB, h Hc)*B(C n) , & &cb)
=(((Cn)r *h(Hr*A, h XB, h Hc) h(C n)c)*C , & &cb)
=(((C n)r *h Hr) *A, h XB, h(Hc h (C n)c))*C , & &cb)
=(((H n)r *A, h XB, h(H n)c)*C , & &cb).
Therefore (Mn(X*B(H )), & &cb)=(Mn((Hr*A, h XB, h Hc)*C), & &cb) up to
the isometry 8 . It is easy to see that for any
!=\
!1
!2
b
!n+ # (H n)r , '=\
'1
'2
b
'n+ # (H n)c , x # X,
and ( fi, j ) # Mn(X*B(H )), we have
8 (( fi, j ))(!* x')=( ( fi, j )(x) ', !) Hn
= :
n
i, j=1
( ( fi, j (x)) 'j , !i) H
= :
n
i, j=1
8( fi, j )(!i* x'j )
=8n(( fi, j ))(!* x').
This proves Theorem 4.3. K
5. Second Standard Duals of Operator Bimodules
It is well known that operator spaces are canonically completely
isometrically embedded in their second operator space standard duals (see,
[2]). We know that there are nonzero operator bimodules which have zero
operator bimodule standard duals. Therefore there exist some operator
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bimodules that are not completely isometrically embedded in their second
standard duals. The following theorem is a characterization of those
operator bimodules that are canonically isometrically embedded their
second standard duals.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that D is a unital C*-algebra, and A and B are
unital operator subalgebras of D. Suppose that X is an A&B operator
bimodule. Then the canonical map @: X  XD** given by
(@(x))(;)=;(x), ; # XD*, x # X,
is a completely contractive homomorphism. Moreover, @ is a completely
isometric embedding if and only if the matricial norms on X satisfy
&(xi, j )&n=sup[&,n((xi, j ))&, , # ball(HomA&B(X, M(D)))],
where ball(HomA&B(X, M(D))) is the set of all elements of HomA&B(X,
M(D)) with cb-norm less than or equal to 1.
The following corollary is a direct consequence of the Theorem 5.1 and
Lemma 2.1 in [7].
Corollary 5.2 (See [2]). Suppose that X is an operator space, and
X** is the second standard dual of X. Then @: X  X** is a complete
isometry (into).
Proof of Theorem 5.1. First, we prove that @: X  XD** is well-defined.
In fact, it is easy to see that @(x) is a homomorphism. For any (;i, j ) #
Mn(XD*),
&(@(x))n (;i, j )&=&(;i, j (x))&&(;i, j )& &x&.
Therefore, @(x) # XD**, and &@(x)&cb&x&.
Second, we prove that @ is a completely contractive homomorphism. For
each fixed n # N, for any (xi, j ) # Mn(X ), (;k, l ) # Mm(X*D), and m # N.
&(@n((xi, j )))m (;k, l )&=&((;k, l (xi, j )) i, j )k, l&Mmn( D )
=&(;k, l )n ((xi, j ))&M mn(D )
&(;k, l )& &(xi, j )&.
The second equality follows from the canonical shuffle technique. Therefore
@ is a completely contractive map. For any a # A, b # B, x # X, and ; # X*D ,
(@(axb))(;)=a;(x) b=(a@(x) b)(;).
This proves that @ is a completely contractive homomorphism.
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Third, we prove that @ is a completely isometric embedding if and only
if the matricial norms of X satisfy
&(xi, j )&n=sup[&,n((xi, j ))&, , # ball(Hom(X, Mm(D)))],
where ball(Hom(X, Mm(D))) is the closed unit ball of Hom(X, Mm(D))
under the cb-norm. Indeed, @ is a completely isometric embedding if and
only if for each n # N and (xi, j ) # Mn(X ),
&(xi, j )&n=&@n((xi, j ))&
=sup[&(@n((xi, j ))m ((;k, l ))&, (;kl ) # ball(Hom(X, Mm(D)))]
=sup[&(;k, l )n ((xi, j ))&Mmn (D ) , (;k, l ) # ball(Hom(X, Mm(D)))]
=sup[&(,)n ((xi, j ))&M mn( D ) , , # ball(Hom(X, Mm(D)))].
Finally, we claim that for each , # Hom(X, M(D)),
&,&cb= lim
m  
&mT b ,&cb=sup
m
&mT b ,&cb .
Therefore, by a similar argument of the proof of Proposition 2.3, we have
that @ is a completely isometric embedding if and only if the matricial
norms on X satisfy
&(xi, j )&n=sup[&,n((xi, j ))]&, , # ball(Hom(X, M(D)))].
In fact, it is easy to see that for each m # N, mT b , # Hom(X, Mm(D)) and
[&mT b ,&cb] is an increasing sequence with the upper bound &,&cb . There-
fore we have
lim
m  
&mT b ,&cb=sup
m
&mT b ,&cb&,&cb .
Since &,&cb=sup &,n& and &,n&&,n+1 &, for any =>0, there exists a
n # N such that &,&cb&,n &+=2. Since &,n&=sup[&,n((xi, j ))&,
(xi, j ) # ball(Mn(X))], there exists a (xi, j ) # ball(Mn(X )) (the unit ball of
Mn(X)) such that &,n &<&(,(xi, j )&+(=2). Since ,n((xi, j )) # Mn(M(D)),
we have
&(,(xi, j ))&=sup
m
&( mT)n ((,(xi, j ))&
=sup
m
&( mT b ,)n ((xi, j ))&
sup
m
&( mT b ,)&cb .
It follows that &,&cbsupm &( mT b ,)&cb+=. This proves the claim. K
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The following definition provides us with a new tool to study the second
standard duals of operator bimodules.
Definition 5.1. Suppose that A and B are operator algebras with units
1A and 1B , respectively. Suppose that X and Y are A&B operators
bimodules. X is said to be finitely completely embedded in Y if for each
=>0, and each finite subset F of X, there exists a completely bounded
embedding 8= : [AFB]  Y such that &8= &cb &8&1= &cb<1+=, where
[AFB] is the A&B operator subbimodule of X generated by AFB, and
8&1= : 8=([AFB])  [AFB] is the completely bounded inverse map of 8= .
X is said to be locally completely embedded in Y if for each =>0, and
each finite subset F of X, there exist a m # N and a completely bounded
embedding 9= : [AFB]  Mm(Y ) such that &9= &cb &9&1= &cb<1+=. 9
&1
= :
9=([AFB])  [AFB] is the completely bounded inverse map of 9= .
It is easy to see that if X is an A&B operator bimodule then M(X ) is
locally completely embedded in X. In Definition 5.2, it seems that the first
notion imposes a stronger condition than the second one does. However,
according to the following theorem, we need only to deal with the first
notion in theory.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that A and B are unital operator algebras. Sup-
pose that X and Y are A&B operator bimodules. Then Y is finitely com-
pletely embedded in M(X ) if and only if Y is locally completely embedded
in X.
Proof. Suppose that Y is finitely completely embedded in M(X ). By
the definition, for each =>0, and each finite subset F of Y, there exists a
completely bounded embedding 8= : [AFB]  M(X ) such that
&8=&cb &8&1= &cb<1+=. Consider the (nonlinear) map: c1 : M(X )  N,
given by c1((xi, j ))=min[n, xi, j=0 when max[i, j]>n] for all
(xi, j ) # M(X ). Let n=maxy # F [c1(8=( y )], and 9= : [AFB]  Mn(X) be
given by 9= nT b 8= . Then 9= is a completely bounded embedding.
Moreover, 9&1= =8
&1
= b nI, and
&9=&cb &9&1= &cb=&8=&cb &8
&1
= &cb<1+=.
This proves that Y is a locally complete embedding in X. The converse is
trivial. K
With the help of Definition 5.1, we have several sufficient conditions for
operator bimodules to be canonically completely isometrically embedded in
their second standard duals.
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Theorem 5.4. Suppose that D is a unital C*-algebra, and A and B are
unital operator subalgebras of D. Suppose that X is an A&B operator
bimodule. Then any one of the following conditions impleis that the canonical
map @: X  XD** given in Theorem 5.1 is a completely isometric embedding.
1. D is an injective A&B operator bimodule X is finitely completely
embedded in D.
2. Mn(D) is an injective A&B operator bimodule for each n # N and
X is locally completely embedded in D.
3. M(D) is an injective A&B operator bimodule and X is finitely
completely embedded in M(D).
Proof. Let us assume that condition 1 holds. By Theorem 5.1 and its
proof, we need only to prove that for any (xi, j ) # Mn(X )
sup[&((;s, t))n ((xi, j ))&, (;s, t) # ball(Hom(X, Mm(D)))]&(xi, j )&.
Let F=[xs, t , 1s, tn]. Since X is finitely completely embedded in D,
for each =>0 there is a completely bounded embedding 8= : [AFB]  D
such that &8=&cb &8&1= &cb<1+=. We may assume that &8
&1
= &cb=1. Since
D is an injective A&B operator bimodule, there is a completely bounded
homomorphism = : X  D which extends 8= with the same cb-norm
&=&cb=&8=&cb<1+=. It follows that
sup[&((;s, t))n ((xi, j ))&, (;s, t) # ball(Hom(X, Mm(D)))]

1
1+=
&(=)n ((xi, j ))&
1
1+=
&(xi, j )&.
Since = is arbitrary, we have
sup[&((;s, t))n ((xi, j ))&, (;s, t) # ball(Hom(X, Mm(D)))]&(xi, j )&.
By a simple modification of the above argument, we see that the case of
condition 2 is true. The case of condition 3 is a direct consequence of the
case of condition 2 and Theorem 5.3 and Proposition 2.1. This completes
the proof. K
The following corollary is a immmediate consequence of the previous
theorem and Wittstock's theorem (see Theorem 3.4 in [11]).
Corollary 5.5. Suppose that D is an injective unital C*-algebra, and A
and B are unital C*-subalgebras of D. Suppose that X is an A&B operator
bimodule. If X is finitely completely embedded in D or X is locally completely
149operator bimodule standard duals
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embedded in D, then the canonical map @: X  XD** given in Theorem 5.1 is
a completely isometric embedding.
The following theorem shows that how well the adjoint operation
behaves on operator bimodules is closely related to whether the operator
bimodules are completely isometrically embedded in their second standard
duals. Before we present the theorem, let us recall a homomorphism
,: E  F is a completely quotient homomorphism if for each n # N, ,n maps
the unit ball of Mn(E ) onto the unit ball of Mn(F ).
Theorem 5.6. Suppose that D is a unital C*-algebra, and A and B are
unital operator subalgebras of D. Suppose that X and Y are A&B operator
bimodules. Let @: X  XD**, and } : Y  YD** be the canonical homomorphisms
given in Theorem 5.1. Let C: (HomA&B(X, Y ), & }&cb)  (HomA&B(YD*, X*D),
& }&cb) be given by
C(T )=T*, T*( f )=f b T
for all T # HomA&B(X, Y ), and f # Y*D . Then C is a contractive map.
Moreover, if the canonical homomorphism } : Y  YD** is a completely
isometric embedding, then C is an isometry from HomA&B(X, Y ) into
HomA$&B$(Y*D , X*D), and T** b @=} b T for all T # HomA&B(X, Y). Further-
more, for each T # HomA&B(X, Y ), we have
1. If M(D) is an injective A&B operator bimodule, and T is a com-
pletely isometric embedding, then T* is a completely quotient homomorphism.
2. If } : Y  YD** is a completely isometric homomorphism, and T* is
a completely quotient homomorphism, then T is a completely isometric
embedding if and only if @: X  XD** is a completely isometric embedding.
3. If T is completely quotient homomorphism, then T* is a completely
isometric embedding.
Proof. For each n # N, (fij ) # Mn(YD*), and T # HomA&B(X, Y ),
&(T*)n (( fi, j ))&=sup[&(( fi, j b T))m (xk, l )&, (xk, l ) # ball(Mm(X ))]
=sup[&( fi, j )m Tm((xk, l ))&, (xk, l ) # ball(Mm(X ))]
&( fi, j )& &T&cb .
Therefore C is a contractive map. For any x # X, and f # Y*D ,
(T** b @(x))( f )=f (Tx)=( } b T )(x)( f ).
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Therefore T** b @=} b T. It follows that (T** b @)n=( } b T)n for all n # N.
That is, (T**)n b @n=}n b Tn . Hence
& }n b Tn&=&(T**)n b @n&&T*&cb ;
the last inequality follows from theorem 5.1 and the contractivity of C. If
} is a completely isometric embedding, we have
&Tn&&T*&cb
for all n # N. Therefore we have &T&cb=&T*&cb . Now we prove the
additional three statements.
1. Suppose M(D) is an injective A&B operator bimodule. Suppose
that T is a completely isometric homomorphism. By Proposition 2.1,
Mn(D) is an injective A&B operator bimodule for all n # N. By the result
that we just proved, for each fixed n # N, we have (T*)n (ball(Mn(Y*D)))
ball(Mn(X*D)). Since T is a completely isometric embedding, we may
assume that TX is an A&B operator subbimodule of Y. Notice that
Mn(X*D)=Hom(X, Mn(D)); therefore for each f # ball(Mn(X*D)), we may
define g: TX  Mn(D) by g( y )=( f b T&1)( y), for any y # TX, where
T&1: TX  X is the inverse homomorphism of T. Then g # Hom(TX,
Mn(D)) and &g&cb=& f&cb . Since Mn(D) is an injective A&B operator
bimodule, there exists a g~ # Hom(Y, Mn(D)) which extends g with the
same cb-norm & f&cb . Write f as ( fi, j ), g as ( fi, j b T&1), and g~ as ( gi, j ),
respectively; then it is easy to see that (T*)n g~ =f. This proves (T*)n
(ball(Mn(Y*D)))=ball(Mn(X*D))).
2. Suppose } is a completely isometric embedding. Suppose that T*
is an completely quotient homomorphism. Then for each m # N, we have
(T*)m (ball(Mm(Y*D)))=ball(Mm(X*D)). For each fixed n # N, and each
(xi, j ) # Mn(X), since } is a completely isometric embedding, by Theorem 5.1
and its proof, we have,
&Tn((xi, j ))&=sup[&,n(Tn((xi, j ))&, , # ball(Hom(Y, Mm(D)))]
=sup[&((T*)m b ,)n ((xi, j ))&, , # ball(Mm(Y*D))]
=sup[&n((xi, j ))&,  # ball(Mm(X*D))]
=sup[&n((xi, j ))&,  # ball(Hom(X, Mm(D)))].
Thus by Theorem 5.1 and its proof, we see that T is a completely isometric
embedding if and only if @ is a completely isometric embedding.
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3. Suppose T is a completely quotient homomorphism. Then for each
n # N, and ( fi, j ) # Mn(Y*D), we have
&(T*)n (( fi, j ))&=sup[&(T*)n (( fi, j ))m ((xi, j ))&, (xi, j ) # ball(Mm(X ))]
=sup[&(( fi, j ))m (Tm((xi, j )))&, (xi, j ) # ball(Mm(X ))]
=sup[&(( fi, j ))m (( yi, j ))&, ( yi, j ) # ball(Mm(Y ))]
=&( fi, j )&.
Thus T* is a completely isometric homomorphism. K
Since an operator space may be regarded as a C&C operator bimodule
and M is an injective operator space, the following corollary (see, [8])
is a direct consequence of the previous theorem and Corollary 5.2.
Corollary 5.7. Suppose that X and Y are operator spaces. Then
C: (CB(X, Y ), & }&cb)  (CB(Y*D , X*D), & }&cb) is a isometric map. Moreover,
for each T # CB(X, Y ), we have
1. T is a completely isometric map if and only if T* is a completely
quotient map.
2. If T is a completely quotient map, then T* is a completely isometric
map.
6. Standard Dual of the Direct Limit of Operator Bimodules
Suppose that A and B are unital operator algebras, and (Xn)n=1 is a
sequence of A&B operator bimodules. Suppose that for each n # N, there
exists a completely contractive homomorphism n,: Xn  Xn+1. Then we
call (Xn , n,)n=1 a direct sequence of A&B operator bimodules.
Let the A&B operator bimodule l(Xn)=l(N, Xn) be a l-direct sum
of the A&B operator bimodules Xn . Let Y0 consist of all (xk) # l(Xn) for
which there is a N # N, such that xk+1= k,(xk) when kN. Then Y0 is an
A&B operator subbimodule of l(Xn) (which may not be closed). Since n,
is a complete contractive homomorphism, (&xk&) is eventually decreasing
and bounded below for each (xk) # Y0 ; therefore there exists a seminorm
on Y0 given by
&(xk)&1= lim
k  
&xk&
for all (xk) # Y0 . It is easy to see that
&a(xk) b&1&a& &(xk)&1 &b&
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for all a # A, (xk) # Y0 , and b # B. Let N0=[(xk) # Y0 , &(xk)&1=0]; then
N0 is a closed A&B operator subbimodule of Y0 . Let X be the completion
of Y0 N0 under the norm
&(xk)&1= lim
k  
&xk&, (xk) # X.
For each n # N, we give Mn(X ) the matricial norm
&((xki, j ))&n= lim
k  
&(xki, j )&, ((x
k
i, j )) # Mn(X ).
Then by Ruan's Theorem and Proposition 2.1, X is an A&B operator
bimodule under the module multiplication
a(xk) b=(axk b)
for all a # A, (xk) # X, and b # B. Thus we may extend the notion of the
direct limits of C*-algebras (see, [9]) to the setting of operator bimodules.
Definition 6.1. Suppose that (Xn , n,)n=1 is a direct sequence of A&B
operator bimodules. Then the A&B operator bimodule X defined above is
called the direct limit of A&B operator bimodules (Xn), denote it by
 Xn .
For each x # Xn , there is a , n(x) in Y0 , , n(x)=(xk), xk=0, if kn&1,
and xn+k= n, n+k,(x) for all k0; where n, n,=IdX n , and n, m+1,=
m, b n, n+m,, inductively, for all mn. Then if nmk, n } k,=m, k, b n, m,.
If i : Y0  X is the canonical homomorphism from Xn to X. A routine
diagram shows that for all n # N, ,n=,n+1 b n,. Moreover,  ,n(Xn) is
dense in X, and
&,n(x)&= lim
k  
&n, n+k,(x)&
for all x # Xn , by a simple modification on the Theorem 6.1.2 in [9] (or use
of the -lifting method to imitate Theorem 6.1.2 in [9]), we have
Theorem 6.1. Let X be the direct limit of a direct sequence of A&B
operator bimodule (Xn , n,). Suppose that ,n : Xn  X is the natural
homomorphism defined above for each n # N. Then
1. If x # Xn , y # Xm , and ,n(x)=,m( y ), then for each =>0, there
exists km, n such such that &,n, k(x)&,m, k( y )&<=.
2. If Y is an A&B operator bimodule, and n : Xn  Y is a completely
bounded homomorphism for each n # N, such that n=n+1 b n, for all
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n # N, and if the maps (n) are uniformly bounded in cb-norm, then there is
a unique completely bounded homomorphism : X  Y such that for each
n # N, n= b ,n.
According to the Theorem 6.1, the direct limit of operator bimodules is
uniquely determined up to a completely isometric homeomorphism in the
category of A&B operator bimodules. Let X be A&B operator bimodule,
let (Xn)n=1 be an increasing sequence of A&B operator subbimodules of
X whose union is dense in X, and let n,: Xn  Xn+1 be the inclusion map.
Then a straightforward application of Theorem 6.1 implies that X is the
direct limit of (Xn , n,). Therefore by Proposition 2.3, the closure M (X )
of M(X ) is the direct limit of (Mn(X ), n+1T b nI ). Moreover, the role
M(X) in this paper may be played by the A&B operator bimodule
M (X). We use M(X) for the sake of the simplicity.
In order to describe the standard dual of a direct limit of operator
bimodules, we need the following definition.
Definition 6.2. Suppose that A and B are unital operator algebras,
and (Yn) is a sequence of A&B operator bimodules. Suppose that for each
n # N, there is a completely contractive homomorphism n: Yn+1  Yn .
Then (Yn , n) is called an inverse sequence of A&B operator bimodules.
Let Y be the A&B operator subbimodule of l(Xn) consisting of all the
elements ( yn) # l(Xn) such that n( yn+1)=yn , for all n # N. Then Y is
called the inverse nest of (Yn , n), and denoted by Y= Yn .
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that D is an unital C*-algebra, and A and B are
unital operator subalgebras of D. Suppose that (Xn , n,) is a direct sequence
of A&B operator bimodules. Then ((Xn)*D , n) is an inverse sequence of
A$&B$ operator bimodules, where A$ and B$ are the centralizers of A and B
in D, respectively, and for each n # N, n: (Xn+1)*D  (Xn)*D given by
n( fn+1)=fn+1 b n,, fn+1 # (Xn+1)*D .
Moreover, 8: ( Xn)*D  (Xn)*D given by
8( f )=( f b ,n)
for all f # ( Xn)*D , is a completely isometric homeomorphism. i.e., ( Xn)*D
equals  (Xn)*D as an A$&B$ operator bimodule.
Proof. It is easy to see that n: (Xn+1)*D  (Xn)*D is a completely con-
tractive homomorphism (A$&B$ bimodule map). For each f # ( Xn)*D ,
we have f b ,n # (Xn)*D and & f b ,n&cb& f&cb . Since ,n+1 b n,=,n,
n( f b ,n+1)=f b ,n, 8 is well-defined. It is easy to see that 8 is also a
homomorphism.
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For each ( fn) #  (Xn)*D , by the definition, we have sup & fn&cb<, and
n( fn+1)=fn , n # N. By Theorem 6.1, there is a f # ( Xn)*D , such that
fn=f b ,n. Therefore 8( f )=( fn). This proves that 8 is surjective.
Let n : ( Xn)*D  (Xn)*D be given by n( f )=f b ,n, for all f #  Xn)*D .
Then it is easy to see that n is a completely contractive homomorphism.
For each ( fi, j) # Mn(( Xn)*D),
&8n(( fi, j ))&sup &(k)n (( fi, j ))&
&( fi, j )&.
Therefore 8 is a completely contractive homomorphism. For each =>0,
there exist m # N and (xki, j ) # ball(Mm( Xn)) such that
&( fi, j )&&=<&(( fi, j ))m ((xki, j ))&.
By the definition of the direct limit, we may assume that there exists a
N # N such that (k,)n ((xk+1i, j ))=(x
k
i, j ) for all kN. Thus (( fi, j ))m
((xki, j ))=(( fi, j ))m ((,
N )m ((xNi, j ))). Therefore,
&( fi, j )&&=<&(( fi, j ))m ((,N )m ((xNi, j )))&
=&((N )n ( fi, j ))m (xNi, j )&
&(N )n (( fi, j ))&n
&8n(( fi, j ))&.
This proves that 8 is a completely isometric homeomorphism. K
Proposition 6.3. Suppose that A and B are unital operator algebras, and
X is an A&B operator bimodule. Suppose that (Xn , n) is an inverse
sequence of A&B operator bimodules. Then HomA&B(X,  Xn) equals
 HomA&B(X, Xn) as an operator space.
Sketch of the Proof. Let n9 : Hom(X, Xn+1)  Hom(X, Xn) be given by
n9 (S )= n b S. Then & n9&cb1. Therefore  HomA&B(X, Xn) is well-
defined as operator space. Let 8: HomA&B(X,  Xn)   HomA&B(X, Xn)
be given by
8(S )=nS ), nS=Pn b S
where S # Hom(X,  Xn), and Pn :  Xn  Xn is the canonical projection
given by Pn((xk))=xn . Then it is easy to verify that 8 is a completely
isometric (surjective) isomorphism. K
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